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Abstract— In this article, a two-port microstrip antenna (MSA)
with high isolation is presented for simultaneously supporting
wireless fidelity 6 (Wi-Fi 6) and wireless fidelity 6E (Wi-Fi 6E)
applications. Due to the narrow guard band between Wi-Fi 6
(5.15–5.83 GHz) and Wi-Fi 6E (5.92–7.125 GHz), the mutual
coupling near common edge frequencies cannot be sufficiently
suppressed by existing filters. To mitigate the mutual coupling
over the guard band of a symmetrical two-port MSA, the
common-mode (CM)/differential-mode (DM) cancellation theory
was utilized. Then, the operating frequencies of two ports were
tuned to Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 6E bands, without deteriorating the
original decoupling performance. Finally, two filters were loaded
to realize high isolation over the whole working bandwidth. For
the demonstration, a prototype was fabricated and measured. The
measured results show that the proposed two-port MSA achieves
the impedance bandwidth of 5.49–5.9 and 5.89–7.14 GHz and the
isolation over 20 dB across the whole band. The results indicate
that the proposed antenna is a promising candidate for Wi-Fi 6
and Wi-Fi 6E applications.

Index Terms— Adjacent frequency band, microstrip antenna
(MSA), mutual coupling reduction, Wi-Fi.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of modern communication
system, the existing scarce frequencies are getting

crowded. Therefore, different communication systems are
frequently integrated together to support several communi-
cation standards. Mutual coupling is unavoidable when two
antennas are closely located with the same or close operating
bands, such as wireless fidelity 6 (Wi-Fi 6) and wireless
fidelity 6E (Wi-Fi 6E) bands. Interference caused by mutual
coupling in wireless networks has become an important issue
to achieve higher network capacity [1]. There are many
works concerning antennas operating in the same frequency
bands [2]–[8]. However, it is common sense that communica-
tion systems with different operating frequencies are packed
together to occupy small space [9]. The mutual coupling is
neglectable for two closely located antennas with markedly
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Fig. 1. Frequency bands for Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 6E.

different working bands [9]–[11]. Predictably, interference has
inevitably occurred for two antennas with adjacent/contiguous
frequency bands since the guard band is limited/nonexistent.
As shown in Fig. 1, when a compact communication system
simultaneously supports Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 6E standards,
interference becomes a very serious problem due to the narrow
guard band (0.09 GHz).

To mitigate the mutual coupling of antennas resonating at
close/contiguous frequencies, significant efforts from industry
and academic communities have been devoted. To decrease
mutual coupling, one common approach is to apply fil-
tering structures around the antenna elements [12]–[17].
By loading two open-loop resonators at both sides of the
feed-line, two microstrip antennas (MSAs) were proposed
in [12] with adjacent operating bands and high isolation.
In [13], band-notched slot antennas were proposed with
radiation-suppression characteristics at the notch frequencies
for high isolation. High-pass substrate integrated waveguide
and low-pass spoof surface plasmon polariton were designed
and applied in the feeding network for realizing broadband
decoupling [15]. Decoupling networks were also studied
to mitigate coupling between two antennas resonating in
adjacent/contiguous frequency bands [18]–[22]. A coupled-
resonator decoupling network and its chip realization based
on the low-temperature cofired ceramic technique were pre-
sented in [18] and [19] but with complicated structures and
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Fig. 2. Measured S-parameters for the cascaded filters and the fabricated
protype.

optimization. In [20], a cascaded power dividing decoupling
network was proposed to decrease the mutual coupling of two
antennas resonating in close or even contiguous frequency
bands. The orthogonal modes of antenna systems were excited
by decoupling and matching networks in [21] and [22].
High port-to-port isolation was guaranteed by the intrinsic
orthogonality of the modes but with distinct radiation patterns
for each mode. To effectively reduce the mutual coupling, a
high-isolation diplexer was designed in [23].

Filters are frequently applied in RF front ends to mitigate
mutual coupling in industry. However, filters usually cannot
effectively depress the mutual coupling for two antennas oper-
ating at adjacent/contiguous frequency bands since the mutual
coupling near common edge frequencies cannot be sufficiently
suppressed. To prove this point, a test was carried out. Two
ceramic bandpass filters were selected. The operating passband
of Johanson 5697CR45A0360 is 5.49–5.85 GHz covering
the U-NII-2C and U-NII-3 bands of Wi-Fi 6. Also, the
passband of Johanson 6530BP44A1190 is 5.925–7.125 GHz
covering the whole Wi-Fi 6E bands. These two devices
were cascaded and measured. As shown in Fig. 2, the
measured mutual coupling of the cascaded filters is worse
than −10 dB from 5.84 to 6.05 GHz with a maximum value
of 4.9 dB at 5.92 GHz. Therefore, for two antennas with
adjacent/contiguous frequency bands, it is still a challenge to
achieve a broadband isolation by using only filters.

In this article, a two-port MSA with broadband decoupling
is realized based on the common-mode (CM)/differential-
mode (DM) cancellation theory and filters. By using the
CM/DM cancellation theory, the isolation between the two
ports of a symmetrical MSA was significantly enhanced
at 6 GHz. Then, it was proven that the operating frequency
of each port can be independently adjusted without destroying
the original isolation performance. Hence, the working fre-
quencies of the two ports can be independently tuned. Finally,
broadband decoupling is achieved by adding the two filters.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In
Section II, the working mechanism is presented and discussed.
To verify the design scheme, the evolution process of a two-
port MSA is given in detail. In Section III, the simulated

Fig. 3. Schematic of the broadband decoupling method.

and measured performances of the proposed antenna are
demonstrated and analyzed. Finally, Section IV summarizes
our work.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

To achieve broadband mutual coupling reduction for anten-
nas with adjacent/continuous operating bands, the CM/DM
cancellation theory and filters are applied in this article.
Fig. 3 shows the sketch diagram of a two-port antenna system.
The two ports are operating at close/continuous bands and f0

is the center frequency of the guard band. To compensate for
the filtering performance of filters near f0, a two-port antenna
with high isolation at f0 is desirable. As shown in Fig. 3,
by combining the decoupling performance between the two
ports and the filters, the mutual coupling can be effectively
reduced across the whole bandwidth. The mutual coupling
at f0 can be mitigated based on the CM/DM cancellation
theory [24], [25].

A. Port Decoupling

MSAs have been widely used in Wi-Fi applications. A
two-port MSA is taken as an example here to describe the
implementation of the decoupling process. Fig. 4 shows the
sketch diagram of a two-port MSA I, which consists of one
metal sheet, one FR4 substrate with the relative permittivity
εr = 4.4 and the loss tangent of 0.02, and two feeding probes.
Lumped ports were applied to feed the microstrip lines. The
top layer of the substrate is used as the ground. Table I shows
the detailed dimensions of MSA I. For the antenna, even-
symmetrical property along the xz plane and the yz plane
is observable. The antenna was simulated by the HFSS [26].
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Fig. 4. (a) Perspective, (b) side, and (c) top and bottom views of the two-port
MSA I. (d) Simulated S-parameters.

TABLE I

DETAILED DIMENSIONS OF MSA I

The simulated S-parameters of the two-port MSA are shown in
Fig. 4(d). The two ports have the same working bands
(5.38–6.43 GHz) due to the symmetrical feature. It can be
observed that the mutual coupling level between the two ports
is higher than −10 dB around 6 GHz. Therefore, broadband
decoupling results cannot be obtained by directly loading
filters on MSA I.

Fig. 5. Simulated electric field intensity distributions of (a) DM and (b) CM
of MSA I at 6 GHz. The current distributions of (c) DM and (d) CM.

The CM/DM cancellation theory has been proposed in [24]
and offers a new decoupling perspective. Based on the decou-
pling method, many works realized port decoupling in the
same frequency bands [8], [24], [25]. In-phase input and
out-of-phase input are used to obtain CM and DM status,
respectively. In a symmetrical, reciprocal two-port network
described by S-parameters (Si j), the mutual coupling can be
expressed by the reflection coefficient of CM (Scc11) and DM
(Sdd11) [24]

S21 = S12 = Scc11 − Sdd11

2
. (1)

To realize ideal isolation, the equation Scc11 = Sdd11 should
be satisfied. Hence, a feasible way is needed to independently
tune the Scc11 and Sdd11 status for realizing high isolation.

As shown in Fig. 5, when the two ports of MSA I are
fed with in-phase and out-of-phase signals, weak and strong
electric field intensity distributions are obtained in the center
plane (yz plane). Hence, the center plane can be equivalent to
virtual PEC and virtual PMC planes under DM and CM status,
respectively. Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows the current distributions of
DM and CM, respectively. The two current distributions show
a significant difference. Then, an effective way is needed to
tune CM and DM impedances to the same status for achieving
high isolation.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the perspective and bottom views of
MSA II. In order to realize port decoupling, a probe is utilized
to load in the central plane. An equivalent capacitance C can
be obtained between the decoupling probe and the ground,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). The equivalent capacitance values
can be adjusted by changing the parameter d3. As shown in
Fig. 6(b), two lumped inductors L1 and L2 were utilized to
realize port matching. The two ports operate near 6 GHz with
L1 = L2 = 1.5 nH.

Fig. 6(c) shows the influence of the equivalent capacitance
C on CM and DM impedance by changing the parameter
d3. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the equivalent capacitance only
adjusts the CM impedance due to the virtual PMC boundary
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Fig. 6. (a) Perspective and (b) bottom views of MSA II. (c) Smith
chart of DM and CM impedances corresponding to different cases. Case 1:
d3 = 0.2 mm. Case 2: d3 = 0.4 mm. Case 3: d3 = 0.6 mm. (d) Simulated
S-parameters. Detailed dimensions: l4 = 7 mm, l4 = 1 mm, d2 = 1.5 mm,
and d3 = 1.8 mm.

of CM. To achieve port decoupling at 6 GHz, d3 = 0.4 mm is
selected finally. Fig. 6(d) shows the simulated S-parameters of
MSA II. The simulated operating bandwidth for the two ports
is 5.71–6.31 GHz with a maximum isolation value of 42 dB
at 6.03 GHz. According to the above analysis, the orthogonal
modes of antenna (CM and DM) are used to characterize
the decoupling level and guide the decoupling process, rather
than being excited [21], [22]. In this article, the port-to-port
decoupling is achieved by loading a simple probe without
complex decoupling networks.

B. Port Matching

In Section II-A, port decoupling is realized by loading a
decoupling probe with |S11| = |S22|. To simultaneously support
Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 6E standards, the operating frequencies of
one port should be moved to lower frequencies, while that of
the other port should be tuned to higher frequencies. Moreover,

it is undesirable that |S21| changes with the variation of |S11|
and |S22|.

The reflection coefficient of CM (Scc11) and DM (Sdd11) can
be expressed by the S-parameters (Si j )

Scc11 = S11 + S21 + S12 + S22

2

Sdd11 = S11 − S21 − S12 + S22

2
. (2)

Specifically, a reciprocal two-port network satisfies the
condition of S12 = S21. S12 and S21 are ignorable if the mutual
coupling is effectively reduced with |S11| and |S22| less than
−10 dB at frequency f0. Hence, the formulas of Scc11 and
Sdd11 at f0 can be simplified to

Scc11 ≈ S11 + S22

2

Sdd11 ≈ S11 + S22

2
. (3)

According to (3), we can conclude that the equation
Scc11 ≈ Sdd11 is always true at f0 even if S11 and S22 change,
that is to say, for a reciprocal two-port antenna system, if the
CM and DM impedances are the same at f0, the operating
frequencies of two ports can be independently tuned but
without deteriorating the isolation at f0.

Accordingly, the working frequencies of two ports can be
tuned to different frequency bands by using distinct matching
circuits. As shown in Fig. 7(a), matching circuits based
on microstrip and lumped inductors are applied with other
antenna parameters unchanged. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the
simulated −10 dB bandwidth of Ports 1 and 2 is 5.41–6.07 and
5.58–7.49 GHz, respectively, with high isolation near 6 GHz.
To further prove this point, the effects of the different matching
statuses of two ports on the mutual coupling were studied.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the variation of S-parameters with
different values of L1 and L2, respectively. High isolation
around 6 GHz is maintained with various values of L1 and L2.
This phenomenon demonstrates that different matching status
of the two ports has a limited impact on the original isolation.

Based on the analysis above, there are three steps to realize
broadband decoupling for the strongly coupled two-port MSA
antennas.

Step 1: Based on the concerned frequency of the two ports
with adjacent/continuous operating bands, the original size of
antenna is determined. By loading a decoupling probe, the
CM impedance is independently tuned and close to its DM
impedance at the concerned frequency. The two ports are well-
matched at the target frequency by using lumped inductors.
Hence, high isolation and port matching are realized at the
concerned frequency.

Step 2: By applying different matching circuits, the operat-
ing frequencies of the two ports can be adjusted independently
without deteriorating the original isolation. Therefore, the two
ports can support different communication standards.

Step 3: By adding preselected filters, broadband decoupling
is achieved.
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Fig. 7. (a) Bottom view of the MSA III. (b) Simulated S-parameters.
Detailed dimensions: l6 = 2.5 mm, l7 = 0.8 mm, l8 = 8.5 mm, l9 = 3 mm,
l10 = 7.7 mm, L1 = 1.5 nH, and L2 = 0.7 nH.

Fig. 8. S-parameters for different values of (a) L1 and (b) L2 (unit: nH).

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To validate the proposed antenna, a prototype was fabri-
cated and measured. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the top and
bottom views of the prototype. The antenna’s feeding net-
work is composed of two lumped inductors and two filters
(Johanson 5697CR45A0360 and Johanson 6530BP44A1190).
The metal was manufactured by 0.3 mm-thick brass plates

Fig. 9. Fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna. (a) Front and (b) bottom
views.

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the proposed antenna.

(σ = 1.5 × 107 S/m) with a laser cutting process. Two SMAs
were used to feed the antenna with inner conductors soldered
on the microstrip line and outer conductors connected with the
ground. The characteristic impedances of the two transmission
lines connecting port and filter are 50 �. The S-parameters
of the antenna were measured by a vector network analyzer
(Agilent N9917A).

Fig. 10 shows the measured and simulated S-parameters
of the proposed antenna. The simulated results were obtained
based on ADS software. The measured data in general agree
well with the simulated results. The measured isolation is
higher than 20 dB across the whole operating bandwidth.
The simulated operating bands (|S11| < −10 dB) for
Ports 1 and 2 are 5.43–5.98 and 5.90–7.40 GHz, respectively,
while the measured ones for Ports 1 and 2 are 5.49–5.90 and
5.89–7.14 GHz, respectively. Compared with the simulated
results, the dip of measured isolation moves to a lower
frequency. These discrepancies between the measurement and
the simulation are mainly caused by the fabrication soldering
error and the tolerance of lumped components. One important
parameter was studied, namely, the profile (h) of the MSA III.
Fig. 11 shows the simulated S-parameters with different values
of h. The increase of parameter h contributes to the reduction
of the working frequencies of |S11| and |S21|. Besides, the
change of h has a great effect on the matching status of
Port 2 at higher frequency band. Therefore, the discrepancy
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Fig. 11. S-parameters for different profiles of MSA III.

Fig. 12. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the
proposed antenna. Port 1 in (a) yz plane and (b) xz plane at 5.7 GHz.
Port 2 in (c) yz plane and (d) xz plane at 6.5 GHz.

between the measured and simulated results is mainly caused
by the soldering error.

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns
of the fabricated prototypes are shown in Fig. 12. The radiation
patterns were measured in a far-field anechoic chamber. It can
be seen that the measured results have a good agreement with
the simulations. Opposite tilted beams are observed for the
two ports in the yz plane. This phenomenon can be explained
from the perspective of the CM and DM. The relationship of
radiation patterns for MSA III at 6 GHz is shown in Fig. 13.
In the case DM 1, the feed phases of Ports 1 and 2 are 0◦and

Fig. 13. Schematic of the radiation patterns for each port from the perspective
of the CM and DM.

Fig. 14. Measured gains and efficiency of the proposed antenna.

180◦, respectively, while in the case DM 2, the two feed
phases are reversed. Broadside and omnidirectional patterns
are obtained in DM 1/2 and CM, respectively. The plus and
minus signs represent the relative phase relation between the
two ports. The radiation pattern of Port 1 can be obtained
by superposing the CM and DM 1. The radiation pattern tilts
to the left with Port 1 excited and Port 2 loaded with 50 �
due to the phase difference. Similarly, the right tilted beam is
obtained when Port 2 is excited.

The measured peak gains and efficiency of two ports are
shown in Fig. 14. In addition, the simulated efficiency of the
MSA III is also given for comparison. For MSA III, high sim-
ulated efficiency for the two ports is obtained around 6 GHz.
With the frequency moving away from 6 GHz, the mutual
coupling between the two ports of MSA III increases, which
decreases the efficiency of the two ports. The measured
gains and efficiency of two ports are lower than traditional
MSAs mainly due to the insertion loss of the two filters.
The typical insertion loss of the Johanson 5697CR45A0360
and Johanson 6530BP44A1190 filters is 1.7 and 2.3 dB,
respectively. In future studies, a wideband decoupling method
for antenna systems with adjacent/continuous working bands is
desired. As seen, the peak gains are relatively low near 7 GHz.
This phenomenon can be explained that the performance of
the antenna at higher operating frequencies is sensitive to the
soldering error, as shown in Fig. 11.

A comprehensive comparison between the proposed antenna
and other relevant studies is given in Table II. As seen,
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCES COMPARISON WITH RELEVANT STUDIES

the minimum original isolation at common edge frequencies
among the published works is higher than 14 dB. In this work,
though the two ports have the smallest original isolation and
continuous operating bands, high isolation is realized across
the whole working bandwidth. Compared to other works, the
smallest edge-to-edge spacing is obtained in this work.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, a compact two-port MSA with high isolation
is proposed for simultaneously supporting Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-
Fi 6E applications. The proposed antenna is designed based
on the CM/DM cancellation theory and filters. The design
guideline is given in detail. Such a design has the potential
to play an important role in future communication systems
that support Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 6E standards simultaneously.
Also, the decoupling process could be applied to other antenna
systems with close/continuous operating frequencies.
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